You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MAKITA DC1414. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the MAKITA DC1414 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@In observance of European Directive 2002/96/EC on waste electrical and electronic equipment and its implementation in accordance with national law,
electric equipment that have reached the end of their life must be collected separately and returned to an environmentally compatible recycling facility. @@
3. CAUTION To reduce risk of injury, charge only MAKITA rechargeable batteries. Other types of batteries may burst causing personal injury and damage.
4. Non-rechargeable batteries cannot be charged with this battery charger. 5. @@Do not expose charger to rain or snow. 8. Never carry charger by cord or
yank it to disconnect from receptacle.
9. @@Pull by plug rather than cord whenever disconnecting charger. 10. @@ 11. Do not operate charger with damaged cord or plug replace them
immediately.
12. Do not operate or disassemble charger if it has received a sharp blow, been dropped, or otherwise damaged in any way; take it to a qualified serviceman.
@@ 13. @@ 14. @@ 15.
@@ 16. @@Plug the battery charger into the proper AC voltage source. The charging light will flash in green color. 2. @@ 3. @@The charging light will
remain lit steadily during charging. 4. @@ 5. After charging, unplug the charger from the power source. 18 V batteries can be charged with the charger
DC1804 only.
Never use it for other purposes or for other manufacturer's batteries. When you charge a battery cartridge which is new or has not been used for a long
period of time, it may not accept a full charge until after discharging it completely and recharging a couple of times. @@If this occurs, wait for a while.
@@@@If you leave the battery cartridge in the charger to prevent spontaneous discharging after full charge, the charger will switch into its "trickle charge
(maintenance charge)" mode and keep the battery cartridge fresh and fully charged. @@We declare under our sole responsibility that this product is in
compliance with the following standards of standardized documents, EN60335, EN50366, EN55014, EN61000 in accordance with Council Directives,
73/23/EEC and 89/336/EEC. @@.
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